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This ArcGis 10 project (c45cgaHennepin10_4.mxd) is designed to 
approximate the look of the plates recently published as the Geologic Atlas 
of Hennepin County, Minnesota, while at the same time providing access 
to the digital images and data tables that support the final product.  Using 
the project file (mxd) requires that ArcGis 10 is installed on your computer.  
The project described below was created with version 10 of ArcGis, earlier 
versions will not open the project file (.mxd), although any version will load 
the shapefiles.  It also includes references to materials viewable with the 
Spatial Analyst and 3d Analyst extensions, however much of the project data 
is accessible without those if the license is not available.  Additional data 
grids and shapefiles that were used in the compilation (such as till surfaces) 
are also provided but may not be included in the project file.  
 An additional project (c45cgaHennepin10_4.pmf), for the free software 
from ESRI called ArcReader, is also provided.  The ArcReader program is 
available directly from ESRI.com, is free, and allows people without an ESRI 
license to view this and other data in a GIS context. 
 The ArcGis window is divided into: (1) a Table of Contents window 
containing a list of data frames, (2) a data view window to the right of the 
TOC, and (3) the menus and tools that are available elsewhere on the window.  
Data frames contain layers (themes) that are made visible by clicking in left 
side check box (legends are shown by clicking the box with the plus sign 
to expand the item).  In order for data layers to become visible a data frame 
must be made the ACTIVE data frame.  This is done by right clicking on the 
name of a frame and choosing Activate near the bottom of the menu list.



 The project was created for ArcGis using a data frame size about 10.5 
inches wide and 7.5 inches high and a screen resolution of 1280x1024 or 
higher depending upon the style of screen.  All of the data frames should 
have a scale set initially at 1:300,000 except for the Intro frame which 
has an opening scale of 1:8,000,000.  These settings do not remain fixed 
within the project, but will vary depending on what size and scale or 
screen resolution was part of the last opened project, however if reset to 
the above specifications by the user, the pages should look as intended, 
without overlapping text, or an incomplete view.  However as screen type 
and resolution or window size may change, you may need to experiment 
to find the best look.  Additionally, a Homeview Bookmark has been 
added for each frame which, when selected, will return the project to 
the initial view.
 Links have been added to this project to provide additional available 
information such as graphics or text not in ArcGis format.  These links are 
part of several themes on the various frame windows.  The links are outlined 

in blue and contain a lightning bolt symbol (hyperlink tool).  To use the link, 
select the lightning bolt symbol from the tools toolbar and click in the blue 
box.  A viewer will activate and bring up an image in the default viewer of 
the compute operating system (usually a pdf), independent of the ArcGis 
project.  If the selected theme has no links, the hot link tool will be grayed-
out.  

 After viewing the first page and trying the links to the pdf files, activate 
another data frame, turn the layers visible and browse.  Each theme has 
an associated data table that holds additional data.  On an active frame, 



the Identify Button ( i symbol inside a dot) on the tools toolbar, will open 
a window and display table information for any individual feature that is 
clicked. Data in the tables can be queried, selected, viewed, exported, etc., 
independently from the project.  Some tables (such as the water well data) 
may have additional data linked to them that will show up in the Identify 
dialog box next to a plus [+] with the name.

Under the Bookmark Menu in ArcGis each frame has a HomeView link 
that returns the data window to its (nearly) original scale and location.  The 
view and scale will depend upon the actual size of the data window. If it is 
too different from what the original was, then the graphic elements will not 
be in the correct locations relative to the other features and may become too 
large or too small.

An index of the folders and ArcGis shape files is provided on the following 
pages.  

Directory of folders and files provided with the Hennepin County CGA 
DVD:

At the Root level:
 c45cgaHennepin10_4.mxd--the ArcGis 10 project file
 c45cgaHennepin10_4.pmf--ArcReader 10.4 project file.  ArcReader 10.4 

must be downloaded and installed prior to use of the pmf. Check the 
ESRI.com web site for the free download and help information.

 c45_dvd--this folder contains all other folders and files and a copy of the 
ArcGis project file--c45cgaHennepin10_4.mxd.

 c45_dvd.zip--A WinZip file that should be used to place a copy of the 
c45_dvd files on a local drive.  Directly copying of the c45_dvd file 
from the cd will result in a read-only copy on the local drive and 
permissions will have to be reset for all folder and files.  Unzipping to 
a new location will create a normal read/write set of files.  Make sure 
that the unzipped folder is named c45_dvd and is at the root level of 
the drive. 

 A file called DoubleClicktoRun; this is an exe file that will start the DVD 
interface if the autorun is disabled on the computer.  The image files at 
this level are part of the DVD run features.  These are also found within 
the c45_Hennepin_autorun folder which should be copied to the same 
level as the c45_dvd folder when copying to a local computer.

Sub-Folders within c45_dvd, in alphabetical order:
figures--folder containing pdf images of plate text, figures and tables from 

the published plates of the atlas.  The text, figures and tables are hyper-
linked from the appropriate data frame (blue text or lines on maps) in 
the ArcGis project. Includes an Illustrator version of the Plate 4 cross 
sections (cross_sections_plate4.ai). Also includes the Atlas Users Guide 
in pdf format.

introhtm--folder with html files linked from the opening window of the 



DVD that explain what is on the DVD and how to navigate it.
large_pdfs--folder containing PDF files of the bedrock topography, depth 

to bedrock and sand distribution figures on Plates 5 and 6 at scales of 
1:100,000 with full base information displayed for location purposes.

legends--folder containing ArcGis legend (lyr) files. Can be loaded from 
the legend editor window and applied to a legend, to color and name 
items shown in the views. 

metadata--folder containing the data about the major features of the 
maps. 

  Thumbnails--small images referenced with theArcCatalog description
  att_ln.doc--MGS attributes for lines
  att_pol.doc--MGS attributes for polygons
  att_pts.doc--MGS attributes for points
  bgpg_meta.xml
  CWIwells_db_shp.pdf  
  sgpg_meta.xml
  The majority of metadata is stored within the gdb files and is accessible 

via ArcCatalog.
plate_pdfs--pdf images of each of the six plates that make up the atlas.
  plate1_db--data-base
  plate2_bg--bedrock geology
  plate3_sg--surficial geology
  plate4_qstrat--Quaternary stratigraphy   
  plate5_sand_dsn--sand distribution models
  plate6_bt_dt--bedrock topography and depth to bedrock
spatial--ESRI raster and shapefile data for Hennepin County maps and sand 

distribution models stored in ESRI geodatabase (gdb) formats.  
 Geodatabase files;
  Bedrock_geology.gdb--geodatabase containing the digital files used to 

create the Hennepin County bedrock geology map.
   bedrock_geo_annotation-text used for hyperlinks
   bedrock_unit_polygons_tbl--polygon file of Precambrian bedrock 

geologic units
   bg_xsection_locations--line file showing location of bedrock cross 

sections
   erosion_limit_PrairieduChiengroup--line showing where the PDC 

group has been eroded
   fault_direction_labels_anno--Up/down labels for faults
   faults--lines showing locations of faults in the bedrock
   folds--lines showing location and type of  structural folds
   geologic contacts--lines showing divisions between geologic units, 

including the erosional contact between the Ordovician age St. Peter 



SS and the Cambrian age Jordan SS.
   outcrop--polygons showing locations of exposed bedrock in Hennepin 

County
  Bedrock_surfaces.gdb--geodatabase containing the interpolated and 

calculated surfaces for bedrock units in Hennepin County. See the 
stratlist.pdf in the Metadata folder for explanation. Includes surface 
elevations for the top and base of each unit along with the thickness 
and merged profile lines. Areas with a high density of bedrock control 
points are more likely to have an accurate interpretation of the bedrock 
geology, whereas areas with widely spaced control points may be less 
reliable.  The bedrock surface digital elevation models supplementing 
this map were interpolated using the ESRI ArcMap Topo to Raster tool 
and similarly inherit these biases in the data.  Furthermore, the accuracy 
of the digital elevation models is dependent upon the contour interval 
used when mapping the topographic surface of each unit and the errors 
inherit in the Topo to Raster interpolation method.  For this map, the 
bedrock surface digital elevation models on average are accurate within 
± 12.5 feet (± 3.8 meters).  Significant efforts were made to ensure the 
accuracy of the bedrock surfaces; however, users should always refer to 
and consider the two-dimensional geologic map, as it represents the most 
accurate and reliable representation of uppermost bedrock across the 
county. The unit_merge files contain bedrock surface profiles profiles for 
each of the cross section lines that were part of the sand model process. 
Each unit listed is a merged file of profiles that are used with the data 
driven page function in the mxd. A unit list with the abbreviations is 
in the Metadata folder (stratlist.pdf). Unit files for each raster dataset 
have addition metadata accessible through ArcCatalog/Description.

  Bedrock_topography.gdb--geodatabase containing the digital files use to 
create the Hennepin County bedrock topography and depth to bedrock 
maps.

   bedrock_topo_annotation--file for text hyperlinks
   btgd_adj_s--bedrock topography (elevation) raster clipped to 

Hennepin County boundary and adjusted so elevations do not exceed 
the land surface.

   btln_clip_111017--bedrock topography (elevation) contour lines
   btpg_111017--bedrock topography polygons
   db-links--file with hot links
   depth_to_bdrk_annotation--file for text hyperlinks
   dtgd_0207--depth to bedrock (thickness) raster, clipped to county
   dtpg_020718--depth to bedrock polygons
  DataBase.gdb--files used to create gray base for printed map. Most 

feature names are self-explanatory, other listed below.



   borehole_geophysics--point file of water wells with downhole 
geophysical data. Also see link on the Database frame that

   core--point file of drill holes with core
   cuttings--point file of water wells with cuttings
   cwi_wells_waterlevel--water well point file taken from CWI that 

contains water table information and is related to a stratigraphy table
   outcrop--polygon file of exposed bedrock locations
   passive--point location of passives (HVSR) seismic stations used to 

develop the bedrock elevation
   qdi_pts--Quaternary data point locations. Includes shallow drill holes 

and field samples
   qdi_strat--stratigraphy data associated with the Quaternary data 

samples
   qdi_textures--texture data associated with the Quaternary data 

samples
   surf_contours_25m--land surface elevation contours derived from 

the 30m DEM
   ww_strat--point file of stratigraphic data that has also been related 

in ArcMap to the water well point location file
  final_grids.gdb--geodatabase containing raster files for all of the 

subsurface sand and till surfaces. Each has a top, base and thickness. 
Those with eroded in the name represent working surfaces used in raster 
calculations but are not part of the final product. Unit stratigraphic order 
and descriptions can be found on Plates 4 and 5.

  Hennepin.gdb--Standard base data obtained from the Mn DNR and 
MnDOT. Includes rivers, roads and townships. This was the source data 
for much of the print data base data in the data_base.gdb.

  Quaternary_stratigraphy_pl4.gdb--geodatabase containing the digital 
files use to create the Hennepin County cross section figures showing 
glacial sediment stratigraphy. Files in this gdb are used in two separate 
pl4 data frames in the mxd, one showing 2d map view and one showing 
cross section view.

   bedrock_loc--points showing bedrock units along published cross 
sections

   desc_unit--text link to stratigraphic units and short description
   drill_core--point file showing 2d view of drill hole locations
   elev_label_pts--reference elevations for cross sections.
   elev_lines--reference elevation lines for cross sections.
   fault_loc--points showing locations of fault intersections along 

published cross sections
   qstrat_annotation--text links on 2d map
   ww_cuttings--points on 2d map showing location of water wells with 

cuttings
   xs##- 21, 34, 45, 58, 62, 74, 92--Numbered cross sections on Plate 4. 



All drawn with similar data-- anno-geographic feature labels; cwilixpy-
-well stratigraphy polygons; elevlns-reference elevation lines; elevpts-
reference elevation labels; pg2-unit polygons; pointers-lines pointing 
to feature

   xsln--line file showing the locations of all cross sections used to create 
the Hennepin sand model

  xsln_pl4--line file showing locations of cross sections on Plate 4
 Sand_distribution_model.gdb--geodatabase containing sand rasters 

showing surface area, depth to top and contours showing unit thickness 
from the Hennepin County sand model. Additional rasters including 
tops, base and thickness along with those for tills are in the final_grids.
gdb

   Qcl_mask_edited_clp--area of unit Qcl that has an additional area 
added on the eastern side based on some drilling completed and 
interpretations done after the Atlas was published. This added section 
was not part of the sand model processing but is included with the digital 
data at the authors request.

   sand_distribution_model--text for use with hyperlinks
   stacked_sand_clp--polygone file showing the number of sand bodies 

that overlap each other between the land surface and the bedrock surface. 
Derived from the areal extent for each sand in the surface and subsurface. 
Some areas of the county may have no sands mapped in the subsurface. 
This does not mean that there are no sands in those locations, but based 
on existing data, the likelyhood is reduced.

   surf_fingrnd--surface area of fine-grained sediments
   surf_fingrnd_thickness--contours showing thickness of fine-grained 

sediments 
   surf_sand_area--areas where sand is the first unit at the land 

surface
   surf_sand_thck--contours showing thickness of surface sands
   thck_xxx--contours showing sand and till unit thickness, processing 

order can be found in the unitlist table within this database.
   unitlist--table listing the units and stratigraphic order in which the 

sands and tills were processed
   wells_per_sand_unit--point file showing which wells ended within a 

given sand unit in Hennepin County based on the top and bottom raster 
data. This process was developed after the Atlas was published and 
does not appear on the Sand distribution plate, but is included with the 
digital data. Use a Defination Query to display the points that go with 
each sand unit.

 Strat_lines_all.gdb--geodatabase containing the digital file sused to 
display the cross sectional lines and features for all of the Quaternary 
cross sections for Hennepin County sand model. Displayed in the 
Stratigraphic lines Data Frame in the mxd. Relies on Data Driven Pages 
to move between the cross sections.

   btln_xc_428--bedrock topography lines, merged



   ddp_ref--reference file used to display data driven pages
   demln_xs--land surface topography lines, merged
   lixpy_cwi--water well stratigraphy polygons, merged
   stratlines_all--author constructed cross sections used in the creation 

of the sand distribution model, merged
   This Data frame also includes, for each cross section, the bedrock 

surfaces topographic profiles listed in the Bedrock_surfaces.gdb.
 Surficial_geology.gdb--geodatabase containing the digital files use to 

create the Hennepin County surficial geology map
   dem30m--Digital elevation model of land surface for Hennepin 

County and surrounding areas. Derived fom 1m LIDAR, made available 
by the MnDNR. Contains lake bathymetry where available. Cell size of 
raster is 30m. This is also the DEM used to create the Depth to Bedrock 
map and the land surface topographic profiles. 

   dem30m_hs--ESRI hillshade map based on the 30m DEM. Vertical 
exaggeration is 7.5x. Sun direction is 315 degrees.

    geomorphic_line_symbols--lines showing linear geomorphic features 
mapped on the landscape

   peatn83--polygons showing peat distribution, derived from SSURGO 
histosol datasets

   surficial_geology_bdrk_polygons--polygons showing type and 
extent of surficial geology units in Hennepin County, including bedrock 
outcrop

   surficial_glg_annotation--text associtated with hyperlinks
   topo_map_boundary--polygon file of USGS 7.5 min topographic 

maps covering the county
   usgs_scanned_topo_024_drg_C--map image showing a seanless 

USGS 7.5 min. map across the county
   


